Brightwood Place – Broadway to N. New Braunfels Ave.

New Water Infrastructure in Your Neighborhood

The purpose of this infrastructure improvement project is due to the relocation of a water line in Alamo Heights Utilities from alley way into street. The relocation will cause customers within SAWS service area to be out of water.

SAWS construction work on new water line along Brightwood Place Project with approximately 3,000 linear feet of 8-inch water line. Project limits extend from Broadway along Brightwood Place to North New Braunfels Ave. This project will provide water line for customers that will be impacted by the elimination of utilities in the alley by the City of Alamo Heights.

FAQs/What to Expect

- Construction on this project runs along Brightwood Place from Broadway St. to North New Braunfels Ave.
- During the construction of this project alternating lane closures will happen.
- This project will construct approximately 3,000 linear feet of 8-inch waterline.

For more information:
SAWS Engineering Manager
Vicente Garza
210-233-3596